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ABSTRACT
A group of small spacecraft able to change their relative position and attitude through the use of the
potential function method is discussed. The spacecraft shapes, sizes and manoeuvring capabilities
are not identical, although all are assumed to manoeuvre using continuous thrusters. A hyperbolic
form of the attractive potential function is used to reduce actuator effort by using natural orbital
motion to approaching the goal configuration. A superquadric repulsive potential with 3D a rigid
object representation is then used to provide an accurate representation of the shape of spacecraft
in the potential function. As the spacecraft start away from their goal, a parabolic attractive potential
is inefficient as the control force increases with distance from the goal. Using a hyperbolic attractive
potential, the control force is independent of the distance to goal, ensuring smooth manoeuvring
towards the goal with a bound actuator effort.
space. Many functions are suitable for obstacle
representation such as FIRAS1, superquadric
deformable functions4,10, Gaussian functions11,
and Laplace functions12.
In order to enhance the autonomy of
manoeuvring spacecraft, enabling them to
have a better choice of control action when in
proximity to an obstacle or other manoeuvring
objects a continuous control approach is
discussed in this paper using a hyperbolic
attractive potential along with superquadric
obstacle fields. The hyperbolic attractive
potential provides global stability, and
maintains a bounded control force, which
vanishes whenever the natural orbital
dynamics are sufficient to drive the spacecraft
to the goal configuratiuon13. The superquadric
model then forms repulsive potential fields
according to the actual spacecraft shape and
dimensions in 3D. The superquadric potential
couples the rotational and translation motion of
the spacecraft, allowing spacecraft to avoid
collisions via translations and/or rotations.

INTRODUCTION
The concept of artificial potential fields was
described initially for robot motion planning
and manipulators by Khatib1. The original
global potential field was composed of two
independent
functions,
attractive
and
repulsive. As robotics technology advances,
manoeuvring requirements become more
demanding. Since the original work of Khatib
modifications to the original potential function
have been introduced in areas such as
dynamic environments2,3, real object shapes4
and object rotations5,6. The attractive potential
generates a goal configuration with a final
specified position and orientation. Typically,
the translational attractive potential has not
been coupled to the rotational attractive
potential. This coupling has been generated
through the repulsive potential which can
incorporate relative position and orientation for
effective collision avoidance7,8,9. The repulsive
potential should be defined whenever more
than one manoeuvring object exists in the work
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HYPERBOLIC ATTRACTIVE POTENTIAL
Minimum control activity, bounded actuator
effort and global stability are key requirements
for effective autonomous spacecraft control.
These demands are satisfied using the
hyperbolic form of the attractive potential
function13. The hyperbolic function is smooth in
the neighbourhood of its vertex, the specified
goal point, ensuring stability at goal. In
addition, the hyperbolic surface asymptotes to
a cone away from the vertex enabling bounded
actuator effort as will be seen later, Fig. 1.
The hyperbolic attractive potential
function suitable for continuous control is
defined as:

(

RIGID BODY REPULSIVE POTENTIAL
The spacecraft are represented as 3D rigid
bodies using a superquadric repulsive model.
This adds rotational control for collision
avoidance. Following from previous work10, the
distances between superquadric surfaces are
defined, contradicting some calims that these
distances are impossible to be estimated14. An
approximate form for the radial separation
distance d between surfaces, Fig. 2, is
expressed as:
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The superquadric inside-outside function, F, is
discussed in detail for some object shapes in
ref. 8, while 1 is termed the superquadric
roundness parameter and a is a vector of
geometric coefficients. The repulsive applied to
the ith object is then expressed as9:

where the constants λ p , λv , λ q , and λω define
the controller gains for position, velocity,
orientation, and angular velocity. The
spacecraft attitude is defined through a set of
T
quaternion parameters,
q = ⎡q1 q2 q3 ⎤
is the
omitting the forth term q4, while
spacecraft angular velocity vector.
Adding spacecraft translational and
angular velocity to the potential function in
addition to the position and attitude allow the
definition of control forces and torques. The
spacecraft will be able to choose between
translation, rotation, acceleration/deceleration
to avoid collisions as it moves towards the
goal. The stability analysis will be discussed
later after adding collision avoidance terms,
through obstacle potential functions.
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where Ao is the maximum repulsive amplitude,
is the repulsive potential length-scale, and m
is the total number of spacecraft.

Fig. 2 Radial separation distance between two
superquadric surfaces

Fig. 1 Hyperbolic-well attractive potential
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GLOBAL POTENTIAL
The hyperbolic attractive potential function
defined above is sufficient to bring spacecraft
to their goal configuration at zero translational
and angular velocity since this goal
configuration represents the global minimum of
the field. However, to brake when reaching the
goal configuration requires some dissipative
function. The definition of this dissipation
function will be discussed later in the stability
analysis of the global potential field.
The other consideration in the
spacecraft formation is to generate a collision
free path. This path will be generated on-line
through the superquadric repulsive potential.
The superquadric model is built using sensor
data assuming that information on relative
position and attitude is shared. Spacecraft with
flat surfaces and straight edges can be
modelled using superquadrics without local
minima formation4,8. The global potential
function of the ith spacecraft with m spacecraft
in the formation is now defined as:
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1. Its ability to represent various object
shapes in a manner suitable for motion
planning as it converges to the specific
object shape near its edges while it
converts to a sphere form at some distance
from the object8.
2. The potential contours approximate the
shape of the obstacle at its surface hence
decreasing the occupied volume in the
workspace, as shown in Fig. 3.
3. The dependency of the superquadric
repulsive potentials on both position and
orientation of the objects lead to their
gradients being defined in terms of both
position and quaternion parameters7.
4. Spacecraft can perform collision avoidance
through
translation
and/or
rotation,
providing greater flexibility in proximity
manoeuvring.
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CONTROL STRATEGY
Continuous control action is applied to bring
the rate of change of the global potential
function to be less than the control trigger at
the end of a period of forced motion. This is
followed by a coasting period in which natural
orbital dynamics dominates the spacecraft
motion. The duration of both intervals are
determined online by the controller itself
depending on the current state of the
workspace. Two extreme cases are possible:
purely impulsive motion in the case of no
obstacles or other spacecraft, and continuous
forced motion in case of a cluttered
environment. The key advantage of the
hyperbolic potential is its ability generate
constant/zero control force over the entire
workspace away from the goal position and the
obstacles (due to its constant gradient), unlike
other methods where control action grows with
distance from the goal.
The superquadric repulsive potential used
in this paper provides the following
characteristics:

The stability and global convergence of the
proposed potential function leads to the
following control laws8:
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The control laws are active whenever the rate
of change of the global potential function is
more than some non-positive value named
control trigger. If the trigger is zero, it performs
as Lyapunov-like stability, while if negative,
anticipation of control action is made.
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ENHANCING THE REPULSIVE MODEL
The principle of potential field method as
discussed in literature1 is based on the
assumption that each obstacle is surrounded
by a region of high potential repelling away
other objects. Different methods can be used
to define such regions to generate effective
collision avoidance manoeuvres.
The superquadric repulsive potential
enables good obstacle representation as it
describes the obstacle real shape near its
edges and provides spherically symmetric isodistance surfaces away from obstacle edges,
shown in Fig. 3. This property decreases local
minimum formation which can occur due to
overlapping fields with different shapes. In this
section we aim to reduce controller
interventions through eliminating repulsive
potentials that have no effect on manoeuvring
objects
If the manoeuvring object moves away
from an obstacle, it is clear that these
obstacles have no effect. However, other
cases are of interest, especially the case of
straight edged objects moving parallel to these
edges. In this case, even if the manoeuvring
object enters a domain affected by the
repulsive potential, it should not change its
path as a result of the presence of the
obstacle.
Consider a manoeuvring object moving
downward parallel to obstacle edge as shown
in Fig. 3. The variation in iso-distance contour
lines which effect the repulsive potential is
small. Consequently, we consider discarding
obstacles with a rate of change of repulsive
potential less than some value. This method
also serves, in eliminating distant obstacles
who have a small effect on the manoeuvring
object so we define:
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Fig. 3 Object moves parallel to obstacle edge

SPACECRAFT FORMATION
Eight small spacecraft are now located initially
in some linear parking configuration with a 1 m
separation distance between their centres. All
object dimensions are chosen as 0.2 m. They
are required to manoeuvre to form the vertices
of an octagon. The spacecraft are classified
into two distinct shapes, cuboids and cylinders,
and ordered randomly as shown in Fig. 4.
Successive manoeuvring is shown in Fig. 5
until the final configuration is achieved. The
manoeuvres are only made with a repulsive
potential trigger, c r , of 0.001. Object (1) moves
in a straight line despite being between objects
(7) and (8) as it moves parallel to their edges
where the rate of change of their repulsive
potential is less than c r .
The manoeuvring objects placed on a
circular orbit of 300 km radius and are effected
by natural orbital motion, Fig. 6. Constant
object translational velocities are developed by
use of the hyperbolic attractive potential, Fig.
7.

(7)

where cr is the repulsive potential trigger
constant. The added computational complexity
of implementing this strategy is compensated
by reducing the computational effort by
discarding some obstacles in the workspace.

Fig. 4 Parking configuration at t=0 sec
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Fig. 7 Object velocities

Fig. 5.b Object configuration at t = 88 sec

CONCLUSIONS
The hyperbolic attractive potential is used in
conjunction with a superquadric repulsive
potential and has demonstrated its ability to
perform decentralised, on-line motion planning
of small spacecraft. A new technique to
minimize spacecrafts makeovering has been
presented by introducing the repulsive
potential trigger. Redundant manoeuvres,
where objects move parallel to obstacles'
straight edges are omitted. An octagonal
formation is achieved from initial linear parking
configuration. Constant controlled object
velocities are generated through the use of a
hyperbolic potential, consequently near zero
control force is required for more than half of
the duration of the manoeuvre.

Fig. 5.c Object configuration at t = 400 sec
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